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B. Interested Catagories

Bidder/ Authorized Agent

(Signature)

 Name:  Date:  

   Room 2601, 26/F, Wing On Centre, No. 111 Connaught Road Central, Hong Kong      Tel: +852 2805 9016 　Email: clientservices@chuo-auction.com.hk 　Website: www.chuo-auction.com

C. Bidder Declaration

1.

2.

3.

4.

I confirm that I am aware of, understand, and agree to all the conditions stated in the Conditions of Sale, catalogues, and any other documents and notices.  I confirm to hold 
no different opinion on the contents of the above documents.

I confirm that TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED will not assume any responsibility if the auction cannot be held as scheduled, unsuccessful 
bids, or the occurrence of any error omission during telephone or written bidding. I agree to provide TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED 
any reasonable documents and deposit as requested.

I agree that TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED has the right to use my personal information for operating auctions and its related business. 
I understand that TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED is subject to confidentiality obligations, but may disclose my personal information to 
the third parties in accordance with article 21 of the Conditions of Sale due to the operation of auction and its related business or a request by the courts. The third parties may 
stay in a country or region, where the degree of personal information protection may not be equivalent to Hong Kong.

I understand that when the Auctioneer strikes the hammer or announces the conclusion of the sale by other commonly used means, the contract of sales between the Seller and 
the Purchaser (i.e. the Bidder who offers the highest bid) is formed. (In a written absentee bid, if two or more Bidders bid for the same Auction Article with the same price on 
which the sale of that Auction Article is concluded, the Company has sole discretion to sell the Auction Article to the Bidder who has submitted the Absentee Bids Registration 
Form earlier.) The purchaser shall within 7 days after the Auction Day fully settle the Hammer Price, the Purchaser’s Commission (20% of the hammer price below 
HK$5,000,000; 18% of the hammer price reaching HK$5,000,000 and up to $19,999,999; 15% of the hammer price reaching HK$20,000,000 and above HK$20,000,000.) and 
the Purchaser’s Payables (packaging, moving, transportation, insurance, storage, and taxes), and collect the Auction Article.

5.

I understand that my successful bid cannot be canceled once it has been finalized.  

D. Deposit & Payment Methods

The total deposit amount is HKD:

1. If the corresponding amount of deposit has not been received within the prescribed time and verified or confirmed by TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED, the registration will be 
declined.

2. If you fail to successfully bid on any Auction Property and do not have any outstanding amount with TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED, the deposit will be refunded according 
to Tokyo  Chuo Auction HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED's arrangement. 

3. TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED does not accept payment from third parties (including agents); and the particulars on an invoice cannot be altered after conclusion of the 
Auction.

You may pay the deposit by Cash (Up to HKD80,000) /Cheque/ Bank Draft/Electronic Transfer/Credit Card

The deposit is HKD150,000 ; 

Bidder Registration Form

A. Bidder Information

Client No. (If any):Name/Company Name:

Email:

Residential or Registered Address:

Contact:  (Country Code)  (Phone Numer)

I wish to receive information of the coming auctions conducted by TOKYO CHUO AUCTION HONGKONG COMPANY LIMITED.

Chinese Paintings

Ancient Books

Letters

Fine Scholars Objects

Ceramics (Ming-Qing, Archaic)

Gold & Silver, Bronzes,  Lacquer

Coins

Buddhism Art

Wood & Bamboo Carving Art

Tea Wares

Fumitures

Imperial Clothes and Ornaments

Contemporary Art

Magnificent Jewels

Watches

Fine and Rare Whisky

Cohiba

The deposit for lots marked           HKD5,000,000 
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